Worksheet 3. A cleaner environment

Complete each sentence with a word from the word pool.
bikes        coal            litter        nuclear         oil        rays        solar         spread

1. Sometimes people throw paper, cans, etc. on the ground in a public place, and don’t pick these things up. This garbage is called _________________________.

2. On weekends, my family and I like to take long rides together on our ____________________________.

3. ____________________________ is a black, solid rock. People burn it for warmth, for cooking, and for energy.

4. ____________________________ is a dark, thick liquid that people can burn to produce heat and energy.

5. A ___________________________ panel is a piece of equipment, usually on a roof, that collects and uses sunlight to heat water or make electricity.

6. In the morning, the first ________________ of the sun appear in the east.

7. The fire ____________________________ through the forest very quickly. It took the fire fighters all day to put it out.